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Abstract
In this thesis, we developed a massively parallel exact-diagonalization application to study effects
of the non-Abelian symmetries namely the SU(2) symmetries on Many-body localization (MBL)
in disordered 1D Heisenberg spin chains using the well known parallel libraries PETSc and SLEPc.
Using the shift-invert spectral transformation technique, we study the eigenstates in the middle of
the spectrum. We are able to look at the level statistics of the spin chain of sizes up to L = 26.
Also, the code can calculate the Renyi entropy of the highly-excited eigenstates.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the presence of strong quenched disorder, the isolated many-body system may fail to
thermalize and this is termed as many-body localization(MBL) [1–3]. In recent times this
phenomenon has been of keen interest in the physics community to both theoretical [4–21]
and experimental [22? –29] groups, especially with the experimental groups [2, 30, 31] being
able to investigate these systems with high accuracy and precision[22].
From the study of the effect of Z2 symmetries [32–34] on MBL clearly indicates the that
symmetries present in the system play a vital role in MBL phase. We are going to explore a
disordered system with continuous non-Abelian symmetries, namely the SU(2) through the
exact diagonalization method.
In this system, we encounter many different components of quantum many-body physics,
like strong disorder, out of equilibrium physics, interacting multi-particle system and highly
excited eigenstates which make it really difficult to treat the problem analytically. Hence
numerical simulations are extremely helpful to understand and explore the problems in MBL
[20, 21].
But numerical simulations come with their own limitations, from the exponentially in-
creasing Hilbert space to the eigenstate at infinite-temperature limit residing deep inside the
eigenspectrum of the Hamiltonian which presents us with a formidable challenge. Another
big limiting factor is the solver for the exact diagonalization. Because we are looking at the
middle of the spectrum through the shift-invert method and we can not use any iterative
solver like Lanczos algorithm as they fail to converge, only useful to find the eigenvalues
at the boundaries of the the eigenspectrum[20]. In section III G, we elaborate more about
the implementation of the diagonalization part. The study of disorder system requires us to
average over many realization or instances and it’s better to have more realization. Hence,
the use of high-performance computing with massively parallel algorithms seems necessary
to deal with these kinds of problems.
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II. THE MODEL
The model we are interested to study is the disordered Heisenberg spin (s = 1/2) chain
which has a continuous non-Abelian symmetry, namely the SU(2) symmetry is described
by the Hamiltonian
H =
L∑
i=1
Jisi · si+1 (1)
where si = (s
x
i , s
y
i , s
z
i ) are the Pauli operators and the couplings Ji are drawn randomly from
the probability distribution P (J) given by
P (|J |) ∝ |J |α−1 (2)
P (J) is sampled by the function Physics :: pow law taking α as the input, as shown in
Fig.1 for α = 0.3. The distribution takes different shapes for different values of α but the
magnitude of the couplings always stays bounded by 1. Also, the value can be seen as a
measure for the strength of the disorder, a smaller α would correspond to a higher disorder
in the sense that the median ratio between two neighboring couplings goes as 21/α. The
distribution coincides with the uniform box distribution between [−1.0, 1.0] at α = 1.0 .
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FIG. 1: The graph shows the distribution of P (J) with α = 0.3.
Starting with a Hamiltonian H for a L particle system with a SU(2)-symmetry, the many-
body states arrange themselves into multiplets labeled by the total spin S and its z-projection
M [35]. The states for this Hamiltonian can be uniquely represented as |ψ〉 = |S,M, f〉. S
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and M are considered as good quantum numbers here as [S2, H] = [Sz, H] = 0 but aren’t
enough to span whole invariant subspace. We require the quantum number f to span the
leftover degeneracy of the H-invariant subspace. Using the composition property
s1 ⊗ s2 = |s1 − s2| ⊕ |s1 − s2|+ 1⊕ · · · ⊕ |s1 + s2| (3)
we can represent these SU(2)-covariant states in the form of a ”fusion tree”. These fusions
are carried out by the help of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. In the Fig.2, the spins s(1,0)
and s(1,1) fuse to give the spin s(0,0). The state is given by
|S,M, f〉 =
∑
m(1,0)+m(1,1)=M
CG((s(1, 0),m(1, 0))⊕ (s(1, 1),m(1, 1))→ (S,M))
|s(1, 0),m(1, 0)〉|s(1, 1),m(1, 1)〉
(4)
where |s(1, 0),m(1, 0)〉 and |s(1, 1),m(1, 1)〉 represent the multiplets at (1,0) and (1,1). By
fixing the fusion pattern amounts to fixing the tree topology which decides the order of fusion.
Labeling the topology with the appropriate spin value aggregates to the enumeration of the
states. In our code we exploit the full symmetry of the problem which makes it tougher to
implement than fixing the M quantum number only but it helps us in restricting the basis
to a smaller dimension.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Data Representation and Defination
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FIG. 2: An example of a tree.
In regard of our previous considerations, a state
|S,M, f〉, will be interpreted as a synonym of a tree.
It was convenient for us to implement where the tree
topology is fixed. We selected perfectly balanced
trees because it allows to build the trees recursively.
A perfectly balanced means every leaf is equidistant
from the root where leaves are the nodes without
any children node in lower level. This forces us to
have trees that have leaf numbers only the powers of 2. For system size non-power of 2,
the tree is padded with ghost zero spins. As zeros are the trivial representations of the
algebra they don’t change any physics. A tree is represented as an array or standard vector
of integers of length L− 2 where L is the length of the spin chain. We do not store the root
which represented by the total spin of the system and same for all the trees, neither the last
layer as it always spin (s = 1/2) which reduces the representation by half. Here in Fig.2,
an example of the tree structure is given. The number of layers in the tree will be called
height and denoted as K. The tree structure branching below from each node will called
the subtree of that node. A tree will be called short if the height of the tree is 2, and trivial
if it is 1.
Now to read the tree correctly, we will adopt a coordinate system of s(l, a), with l being
the layer and a being the column in the layer to encode the spin data at each node of the
tree. The root of a tree will always be denoted as s(0, 0) as given in Fig.2. A tree is valid if
the spin data satisfies the selection rule
|s(l + 1, 2a)− s(l + 1, 2a+ 1)| ≤ s(l, a) ≤ s(l + 1, 2a) + s(l + 1, 2a+ 1) (5)
for all the spins in every layer of the tree. The fusion rule in above equation determines
the allowed values of the spins at each node. By filling the nodes of the tree with all the
allowed spin values, the tree basis is built. The dimension of the tree basis, that is to say,
the number of valid trees that can be generated for the system size for L and a fixed value
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S of the total spin s(0, 0) and a fixed value M of the total spin’s z-projection, is given by
dim(L, S) ≡ 2(2S + 1)
(L+ 2S + 2)
(
L
L/2− S
)
∼ 2
L
L3/2
(6)
This number in Eq.6 goes to the Catalan Number for S = 0
dim(L, 0) =
1
L
2
+ 1
(
L
L/2
)
= CL/2 (7)
We consider SU(2)-symmetric operators of the form
〈i, j〉 ≡ si · sj (8)
where i and j represent the ith and jth spin in the spin chain and without loss of generality
we can assume that the i < j and if i = j then the operator acts trivially on the states like
in equation below
s2i |state〉 =
3
4
|state〉 (9)
From [35] we know how to compute the brackets of the operator 〈0, L − 1〉 on perfectly-
balanced binary tree states of length L. This formula can be easily generalized to any i and
j, which allows us to construct the 〈i, j〉 operators in the tree basis element-by-element.
B. External Libraries Used
The implementation of the code depends on the external libraries which are PETSc-
3.9.3 [36–38], SLEPc-3.9.2 [39, 40] and MUMPS [41, 42]. PETSc is used for the parallel
sparse matrix and vector representation and manipulation, matrix-vector operation. SLEPc
provides the interface for the large sparse eigenvalue problems on parallel computers. The
full-form of MUMPS, which is MUltifrontal Massively Parallel sparse direct Solver, tells
us what is the use of the library. MUMPS can solve through both Cholesky and LU-
factorization on both parallel and sequential sparse matrices. During the installation of the
PETSc and compilation of the code, it was taken care of if proper flags for optimization
was used or not. We have developed the code using the c++ standard 2011. The code
was compiled with the -std=c++11 flag, and the -O3 optimization flag. Also, the cluster
provided modules were used for the installation. For the linear algebra operations the Intel
Math Kernel Library (MKL) 2017 was used interfacing with PETSc.
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C. Work-flow
FIG. 3: The graph above shows the workflow of the code.[43]
D. Setting Up the MPI-environment
In the code, we begin with the SetEnv class, takes argc and argv as the input variable
which calls the SlepcInitialize() setting up the MPI(Message Passing Interface) environment
with the collective call on PETSC COMM WORLD for the parallelization. SlepcInitialize()
initializes the SLEPc library and calls the PetscInitialize() if it hasn’t been called before.
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E. Build Tree Basis
The next step is to generate the tree-basis for the construction of the Hamiltonian opera-
tor from the Eq.1. Given the total spin, magnetization and the length of the one-dimensional
quantum system, class Basis creates the tree-basis through the function Basis :: build basis
which works as a wrapper for 3 helper functions namely loop function(..), for loop recurse(..)
and, allowed combo(..). The function allowed combo(..) generates the std :: vector that has
been filled with all the allowed pairs of children node for the lower level. The allowed children
are decided by selection rule in Eq.5.
In Eq.5 s(l, a) is the parent node at the lth level and ath column. There are two
repeating parts in the filling of a single tree which is carried out separately and recur-
sively through. In function Basis :: loop function(..), it both creates the allowed children
nodes dynamically through Basis :: allowed combo(..) functions and fills in the tree. But the
Basis :: for loop recurse(..) function only fills the tree at different levels. For the system
length of non-power of 2, the allowed combo(..) allocates zeros at the end for the padding
in the tree state.
The functions Basis :: loop function(..) and Basis :: for loop recurse(..) both take a ref-
erence to an integer as an input called counter which keeps ticking with each tree added to
the basis vector. In the code, the key to parallelization is decided on building the part of the
basis on each process. There is no way that the basis generation could be parallelized, other
than each process start generating the trees for the basis but saves only part of it which
belongs to the process which is indicated through the input parameters start and end. The
generation of the basis takes a very small amount of time as shown in Fig.4.
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FIG. 4: The graph shows the time taken for the code to generate the basis of different
system sizes.
F. Build Hamiltonian
The construction of the Hamiltonian operator of the system is dependent on the basis
generation, it is also distributed over the processes as the tree-basis. For the Hamiltonian
elements, each tree needs to be bracketed with all the other trees through 〈bra|〈i, j〉|ket〉 for
all i’s. But as our matrix is sparse most of the operation spits out zeros. To save ourselves
from the extra computation the function Basis :: connected trees(..) returns the list of all the
trees that may give a nonzero matrix element for the operator 〈i, j〉 for a given tree-state and
the brackets are performed only on the connected tree list. But to fill in the right element in
the Hamiltonian the tree-state need to be indexed, so that given two connected tree states
the matrix element it belongs to can be identified and stored at the right place. The trees
generated in the basis are sorted from smallest to largest when represented as a pair of long
long integers and specialized binary search function is used to find the right index for the
given tree. As the basis creation is distributed among the processes, the uniques keys for the
trees need to communicated to all the processes. This is done by MPI Allgatherv, which
stores the keys of the basis as the trees in the basis across the processes. This is the only
communication that happens during the construction of the matrix. After this, each process
allocates, computes, and holds the rows under it’s ownership-range of the matrix, which is
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done locally.
In the code, PETSc’s Mat object used for the Hamiltonian matrix of the type MATMPIAIJ ,
a sparse parallel matrix in AIJ format. The preallocation is a must and also recommended
PETSc [36, 38] which could be as high as 50 times faster than the non-preallocated version.
Indeed we do observe that the preallocated version is an order faster. After preallocation,
the code loops over the tree-states on the local basis for computing the Hamiltonian element
and sets the value at the appropriate position if it is non-zero.
The binary search has the complexity of the order O(logN) and takes the advantage
of the fact that the generated basis is sorted and easier to convert into a lookup table.
This does act as an overhead but saves almost 95 percent of time overall with respect to
calculating each tree-state over all the tree states one by one finding all the non-zeros. In the
older implementation we had the immature way of calculating the matrix elements which
used to be the most expensive part of the code taking more than 90 percent of the total
computational time as given in Fig.5.
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FIG. 5: This is timings of the older version with calculating each Hamiltonian elements and
discarding the zeros for L = 22 and the new version of the implementation with connected
trees. The scaling achieved by increasing the number of processes in the second version solely
depends on the efficiency in parallelization of the linear solver used, in our case MUMPS.
G. Diagonalization
After building the Hamiltonian matrix, the next step is to find the eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors at the middle of the spectrum. This is achieved by applying the shift-invert technique
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from the spectral transformation of SLEPc library. This method enables us to find the in-
terior eigenvalues in a particular neighborhood[20, 39, 40], in our case at the middle of the
spectrum. For any given σ ∈ [Emax, Emin], instead of solving Ax = λx the solver converts
the problem to
(A− Iσ)−1x = θx (10)
Where θs are the transformed eigenvalues with the largest magnitude that are close to the
target value σ which correspond the original eigenvalue λ and θ by
θ =
1
λ− σ (11)
Once the θ values are found they are transformed back to the original λ values through
λ = σ + 1/θ. At the middle of the eigenspectrum, the eigenvalues are very close to each
other, as seen in the graph 6.
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FIG. 6: Showing the eigenvalue distribution of system size L = 18. We can observe that at
the middle of the spectrum eigenvalues are densely populated and decays towards the ends.
In our case, after the transformation, the biggest bottleneck is to find the inverse of
the shifted Hamiltonian. One could argue that at this point the linear equation can be
solved through iterative solvers but unfortunately, the iterative methods do not converge.
The shifted Hamiltonian extremely ill-conditioned for large system sizes as the condition
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number scales κ ∝ O(L exp(L)) [20]. At this point, the only viable option available for
to us is the rather stable, full or partial Gaussian elimination. The shifted Hamiltonian is
LU-decomposed into lower and upper diagonal matrices after reordering with a permutation
matrix[20].
In the present context, we have a parallel sparse matrix. We can use the linear solvers
provided by PETSc for this task. But the direct solver provided by PETSc is not yet
implemented in parallel, though PETSc provides the interface to use many other external
massively parallel sparse linear solver. In our case, we tried some of the solvers for LU
decomposition, like MUMPS [41, 42], SUPERLU DIST [44] and STRUMPACK [45]. In
our experience the MUMPS turned out to be the faster solver though it took around 5 ∼
10 percent more memory than STRUMPACK. The Cholesky decomposition by MUMPS
required more memory than its LU-decomposition implementation. In this project here
onwards, the solver used for the diagonalization, is always MUMPS.
MUMPS is a package for solving systems of linear equations through LU decomposition
for the sparse matrix aij type and through the Cholesky method for symmetric block sparse
matrices sbaij type of the form Ax = b. The A sparse matrix can be either asymmetric, sym-
metric positive definite, or general symmetric, on distributed memory computers. MUMPS
is built upon the libraries like MPI for message passing and BLAS, LAPACK, BLACS,
and ScaLAPACK like cluster linear algebra libraries for the matrix vector operation dur-
ing the diagonalization and requires them to be installed during the installation[41, 42]. It
is strongly recommended to install PORD, SCOTCH or Metis for the ordering algorithms.
MUMPS distributes the task during factorization but a the master-slave approach is adopted
during the analysis phase and to collect solution. MUMPS support both real and complex
calculations for single and double precision.
After all the optimization, diagonalization remains the biggest time consumer. But the
biggest limiting factor comes with the memory consumption during the diagonalization which
blows up with the dimension of the Hamiltonian reaches the order of TeraBytes for L = 26
shown in Fig.7. During the diagonalization, the distribution of the memory was another
big problem. MUMPS handles the distribution of memory well but the difference between
the maximum and the average still could be as high as ∼10-15 percent. That increased
the chances of the node to go out of memory and crash. It was taken care by finding the
right combination cores per node used making sure there is a padding of memory which can
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accommodate these fluctuations.
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FIG. 7: The maximum amount of memory utilize by the program during the entire run is
plotted with varying system size. The memory occupation peaks during the LU-factorization
by the linear solver MUMPS.
During this work, we tried to find a possible iterative solver with an appropriate precon-
ditioner. There were a few which successfully converged for smaller systems but failed for
large system sizes. The bcgs or BiCGSTAB(biconjugate gradient stabilized) implementation
provided by PETSc managed to converge for system sizes up to a few thousand. But the
number of iteration increased with the dimension of the Hamiltonian and were of the same
order of the Hamiltonian dimension which made it impossible to use as a solver. The num-
ber of iterations also varied with the change in the number of processes. We tried different
preconditioner for this solver but none of them were useful.
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H. Physical Quantities
1. Inverse Participation Ratio
MBL phases can be recognized and studied in two ways either eigenstate properties or
dynamical properties. In dynamical properties, one could study the non-thermal relaxation
of local observables. But in our case, we are going to focus on eigenstate properties like
inverse-participation ratio(IPR), level statistics. After diagonalization of the Hamiltonian,
the eigenvectors of all the 50 states at the middle of the spectrum are collected. Given a
state |Ψ〉 = ∑a Ψa|a〉 where |a〉 is a state and {|a〉} a is a basis of the Hilbert space, the
IPR is defined as
IPR =
∑
a
|Ψ|4 (12)
In fully ergodic systems one expects the infinite-temperature eigenstates to be ”random”,
so they should mix with all the basis states equally, this implies IPR ∼ 1/dL where dL is
the dimension of the Hilbert space. That’s because if IPR decays more slowly, this excludes
full ergodicity as the eigenstate mixes only with a certain sector of the Hilbert space.
2. Level Statistics
Another quantity that is a good signal of the presence of localization is the level spacings[6]
which is the difference between the adjacent eigenvalues δn.
r ≡ min(δn, δn+1)
max(δn, δn+1)
, (13)
with δn and δn+1 being consecutive level spacings in the spectrum. This value is averaged
eigenstates and realizations of disorder which gives us the r-parameter. The distribution
of level statistics in ergodic phase is Gaussian-orthogonal ensemble (GOE) and the average
value of r converges to [r] ∼= 0.53 for large system size but for the localized phase of system
the level statistics turns out to be Poisson and [r] ∼= 0.39[6].
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FIG. 8: The average of r-parameter as a function of L is shown for different values of α over
100s(most have 1000) of disorder realization for both S=0 and 1. We calculate the average
of r for each realization of 50 eigenstates at the middle of the spectrum then average them
over realizations. The dashed lines at r = 0.53 and r = 0.39 represent respectively the GOE
and Poisson values[6]. The flattened bands show the standard error for the S = 0 values.
In Fig.8, the r-parameter for α value 1.6 at L = 20 reaching the ergodic limit. It seems
with the current trend for α = 1.3 will reach the ergodic limit at L = 24. It is evident that
the systems with high α vales are inching towards the ergodic limit. In the mid range of α
with the current trend the system would attain ergodicity. We predict that all the system
will move towards the ergodic limit for larger system sizes.
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3. Entanglement Entropy
To calculate the reduced density matrix in the computational basis we need to transform
the eigenstates in the tree-basis to the computational basis which requires the appropriate
basis-change matrix which we will refer to as the ”O-matrix”. The O-matrix is a sparse rect-
angular matrix whose elements are calculated by the function Physics :: overlapping(..) by
calculating the 〈si|tree〉 using the function ClebschGordan(..), which calculates the Clebsch–
Gordan coefficients where 〈si| is a canonical basis state. These states are encoded with {0, 1}
instead of {−0.5, 0.5}. The O-matrix is larger than the Hamiltonian as the dimension of the
O-matrix is the size of the tree basis time 2L. Because there is no known way of computing
only the non-zero values, the code calculates all the elements and discard the zeros which
makes it the most expensive part of the whole code. The building of the O-matrix only
depends on (L,S,M), just done once. To avoid calculating the rotation matrix each time, we
store the matrix once it is built through the function MyMatDump() and read it once at the
beginning of the run and keep in the memory during the entire run through all the disorder
realizations.
After the rotation matrix is built and the eigenstate is obtained from the diagonalization,
we perform the matrix-vector multiplication which results in a vector of size 2L. This
vector is distributed over all the processes. Using MPI Allgatherv the distributed vector is
collected locally on each process and then reshaped to create the distributed block diagonal
square matrix of size 2L/2 × 2L/2. The multiplication of the transpose of the matrix with
itself gives us the reduced density matrix. The reduced density matrix is fully diagonalized
using the Krylov-Schur subspaces method. The diagonalization of ρA(also can be written as
ρL/2 in our case), the reduced density matrix is much easier, as the size of these matrices
are very small. The entanglement entropy is given by
S(ρA) = −Tr[ρA log ρA] = −Tr[ρB log ρB] = S(ρB) (14)
where ρA is the reduced density matrix. The calculation of the entropy is given by
S(ρA) = −
∑
k
λk log2 λk (15)
where λks are the eigenvalues of the spectrum of ρA.
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FIG. 9: For different α values the median SA for different system size has been plotted with
1000 disordered realization for each combination having fixed S = 0 value.The dash-lines
show the linear-fits. In the inset, it shows the slopes obtained from the linear-fits.
In the Fig.9, for higher α values the slope is one or higher(within numerical error), indi-
cates that the systems have fully thermalized. The reduced density matrices are maximally
mixed which results in the maximum entropy.
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IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Computational Tools
1. System Architecture- Knights Landing(KNL) and Skylake(SKL)
We have run our code on two different partitions namely Marconi A2 running Knights
Landing(KNL) and Maconi A3 running on Skylake(SKL) at the supercomputing center
CINECA Marconi which holds the 19th position in the list of Top500 supercomputer ac-
cording to the Nov. 2018 edition [46]. The detailed comparison of the two architectures
is given in the table I. The external libraries were compiled separately for the different
architectures to accommodate all the features of the systems.
Marconi A2 (KNL) Marconi A3 (SKL)
Node Configuration
68-core Intel Xeon Phi 7250 CPU
(Knights Landing) at 1.40 GHz
2*24-core Intel Xeon 8160 CPU
Skylake @ 2.10GHz
Cores 68 cores/node; 244,800 cores total 48 core/node,72.576 + 38.016 cores in total
Instruction Set
Extensions
AVX-512 AVX-512
RAM
16 GB/node of MCDRAM and
96 GB/node of DDR4
192 GB DDR4 RAM
Max Memory
Bandwidth
115.2 GB/s 119.21 GiB/s
TABLE I: The table contains the details of the specifications of KNL and SKL
architecture[47]. Both of the clusters run on a network of Intel OmniPath (100Gb/s) high-
performance network.[48]
After running on both the partition the SKL seems to be 3.5 − 4.5 times faster then
KNL as expected but the strong scaling is higher in KNL than SKL. For our code, as it is
highly memory intensive the SKL architecture is better suited because of its high memory
per process ratio. While using KNL, to fit our problem in the provided memory we had to
use a lot of nodes but not able to use more than half of the cores as there is an increment
in the memory required with the number of core used per node. So the consumption of
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total computational hours in KNL becomes many folds that of SKL. This fact matters a lot
when we are planning to run as many disorder realization as possible provided with limited
computational hours.
Number of
cores
Timetaken on KNL (sec) TIme taken on SKL (sec)
4 837.437542 204.260246
8 537.101202 153.41781
16 375.398813 91.673767
24 383.196548 78.197508
32 325.546695 77.147023
48 279.050299 81.87931
TABLE II: This is a one to one comparison of KNL and SKL performance for L = 22.
B. Scaling
1. Strong Scaling
In this section, we will analyze the performances and timings that was obtained during
the benchmarking of the code. In our context process always represent a single processing
unit. Strong scaling is defined as the variation of the time taken to complete the task with
the number of parallel processes while keeping the problem size constant. In Fig.10, we
report the intra-node strong scaling where the problem size fits inside a single node and in
Fig.13, the inter-node strong scaling which involves communication through Intel OmniPath
network between the node. The code spends most of its time diagonalizing the matrix. The
scaling times are mere reflections of scaling of the linear solver MUMPS. The timing of the
strong scaling is presented in the Fig.10. We can see in both the cases, the parallelization
starts saturating and we don’t gain any speed up even if we increase the number of processes
further. Rather, we notice that the program takes more time than before for a higher
number of processes, at this point the communication overtakes the computational gain we
got through parallelization. In SKL the communication starts dominating earlier than KNL.
The strong scalability plot the reflects the same observations11. But one thing to notices
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that when SKL strong scalability is already saturated and on a downward trend, but the
KNL scalability is still growing.
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FIG. 10: Timing of strong scaling benchmarking of KNL and SKL architecture for L = 22
with varying processing units.
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number of processes are divided as we take 4 processes as a single unit in this context.
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There is one more thing to notice about the parallelization is that the there is a big
overhead in setting up the parallelization of MUMPS[41, 42]. Also, the efficiency of the
parallelization depends on how big is the task. With a higher workload, MUMPS shows
better parallelization and it takes more processes to reach saturation. In Fig.12 we can
observe that
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FIG. 12: In this figure, the scalability for L = 24 can be seen to be much better than L = 22
on SKL, because of the higher workload for L = 24 the saturation in scalability occurs much
later.
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FIG. 13: Inter-node strong scaling on skylake architecture. In the presented graph the
represents the timings when the processes are scattered in 3 different nodes for each of the
run.
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In all the scaling and performance analysis above, the O-matrix was always read from
a file. Below we report the scaling of the code including the building of O-matrix. The
building of O-matrix takes more than 95 percent of the total runtime.
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FIG. 14: We notice close to perfect scaling of the code. But this was expected, most of
the runtime is devoted in building of the O-matrix which is completely distribute in both
memory and computation.
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2. Weak Scaling
Weak scaling can be defined as the variation in time taken to complete the task with the
number of processes while keeping workload per process constant. We report weak-scaling
benchmark of our code on SKL architecture15.
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FIG. 15: The weak scaling of the code. The workload of here is scaling with the system size
starting from L = 16 upto 24 with all the even value for L. So, we observe growth in time.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we have studied the effect of SU (2) symmetry on MBL through a massively
parallel exact diagonalization code. To implement to code, we have used renowned paral-
lel libraries PETSc and SLEPc which handle sparse matrices and linear algebra libraries
very efficiently. We use the MPI for the parallelization. We build the sparse Hamiltonian
with SU(2) symmetry through the fusion tree basis in a distributed memory manner. We
implement the disordered Heisenberg spin (s = 1/2) chain.
After building the Hamiltonian, we perform the diagonalization through shift-invert tar-
geting the middle of the spectrum asking for 50 or more eigenstates. Then we calculate the
physical quantities like IPR, r and entanglement entropy of mid-spectrum eigenvalues ob-
tained. All these quantities are instrumental in studying the presence of MBL in the system.
Using our code are able to look at larger systems which give us a better understanding of
the problem. We were able to look at the largest physical spin chain (L = 26) for this kind
of problems[20].
We benchmarked the code on Skylake(SKL) and Knights landing(KNL) and measured
the performance and scalability of the implementation. The code exhibits good scalability.
We recognize many limitations in the implementation such as the high memory requirement
during the diagonalization through LU-decomposition, not having an iterative solver, fitting
the problem size in available memory, communication dominating the computation, varying
scalability for different workload and overhead for setting up the parallelization by the solver.
Through this thesis, we present a fully equipped framework for the study of spin models
with non-Abelian symmetries(SU(2)) for the evaluation of Many-Body Localization.
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